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The month of June has seen a
continuation of new partnerships
being formed, the deployment of new
technology and the merger between
Limelight and Edgecast become
finalised, to form Edgio.
This month’s issue highlights some of the exciting new
developments within the industry, as Nielsen unveiled the next
phase of Nielsen ONE Alpha, enabling end-to-end ad campaign
measurement. Along with Vizrt announcing the upcoming release
of their Viz Engine 5, which is focused on being an intelligently
automated way to deploy graphics to multiple output formats
simultaneously.
Further new partnerships have been formed across the globe,
with Broadpeak and Bhimavaram Community Network (BCN)
announcing that Broadpeak will power the live video and OTT
service of Bhimavaram Community Network. Whilst Freewheel
and AMC Networks have collaborated to Launch a new, fully selfservice linear addressable solution for monetization purposes.
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Market Insights
Limelight and Edgecast finalise the
merger, to become Edgio

Bhimavaram Community
Network Chooses Broadpeak for
Groundbreaking IPTV and OTT
Delivery in India

Limelight Completes Acquisition of Yahoo’s Edgecast;
Combined Company Rebrands as Edgio Creating a
Global Leader in Edge-Enabled Solutions

Broadpeak®, a leading provider of content delivery
network (CDN) and video streaming solutions for
content providers and pay-TV operators worldwide,
announced today that Indian multiple-system operator
(MSO) Bhimavaram Community Network (BCN) has
selected Broadpeak to power its ground-breaking new
live video and VOD OTT service.

Read article

Freewheel and AMC Networks
Launch new, fully self-service Linear
addressable capabilities across
multi-screen campaigns

Read article

ATEME launces a 5G streaming
solution for rich live-event viewing
experiences

FreeWheel today announced that it has teamed up
with AMC Networks to introduce a new, fully selfservice linear addressable solution. This new industry
offering will allow programmers to unlock previously
hard-to-access inventory for monetization purposes
as well as provide ease of management for multiscreen campaigns.

Ateme, a global leader in video compression, delivery,
and streaming solutions with innovation at its core,
today announces the launch of its 5G streaming
solution enabling powerful and engaging video
experiences for mobile users.

Read article

Read article

Nielsen unveils next phase of
Nielsen ONE Alpha, enabling endto-end ad campaign measurement

Vizrt releases Viz Engine 5: The
Possibility Engine

Nielsen (NYSE: NLSN) revealed the next phase of
its Nielsen ONE Alpha cross-platform measurement
solution that brings together the power of audience
measurement with advanced audience and outcomes
measurement to support an ad campaign from endto-end.

Vizrt the leader of software-defined visual
storytelling, Realtime graphics and augmented reality,
announced the upcoming release of Viz Engine 5-the
most powerful live graphics compositor in the world .
Read article

Read article
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